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Premise: 

 

My Accusation: Through no fault of our own, earthlings are obliviously ignorant that 

we live upon a bound world isolated from the rest of the universe resulting from Prince 

Calagastia’s treasonous rebellion. That culminated in the ultimate destruction of the 

Earth’s Capital City of Atlantis.  

My Conjecture: If Atlantis had not been destroyed and sunk beneath the sea, the 

Capital City of Dalamatia would still exist, and Earth’s populous would possess the divine 

knowledge and wisdom of the celestial provinces of Heaven. 

The Ramification: The Calagastia rebellion did occur, and Atlantis plus Lemuria, 

along with their entire cultures, perished beneath the sea. Therefore, there was no one left 

to record the event. Thus, the story of Atlantis remains simply a myth of a lost city, and 

therein lies a tragic paradox. 

Your Awakening: This article will inform and awaken everyone to what happened 

many thousands of years ago that has deprived our world of all the divine knowledge our 

Creator Jesus intended for us to receive. 

Earth’s Future: This section will disclose the existence of an alien space fleet 

standing by outside our galaxy. We will explain who these aliens are, where they are 

from, and why they have come. 
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Prologue  

 

Since I received all the celestially divine information presented within this publication 

through supernatural means, I find bibles and dictionaries lacking this divine knowledge. 

Thus, the need for a short glossary to clarify many unknown terms. There are also some 

blue internal links to support the text material. 

UBEC Link – My Soul-name is Rani    

 

Earth’s millennia-old internal philosophical conflict.  

There are two dominant forces in the universe: positive and negative. Some 

philosophers call it Yin and Yang.   

On the positive side is the philosophy of freedom of choice, that all beings, mortal and 

immortal, have the right to choose their path of destiny; that no God dictates what they 

must do or believe. Free choice is the philosophical precept fostered by Jesus, supported 

by the Universal Brotherhood from the Pleiades, and taught by the Melchizedek from 

Avalon. 

On the negative side of the spectrum is predestination, a religious doctrine where the 

totalitarian god preordains everything. His divine mandate alone determines if a soul 

receives eternal salvation or damnation. The self-proclaimed god of whom I speak is the 

monarch of the House of Arturo. The clergy of some formalized religions subscribe to this 

philosophy to support their one and only god. 

There is a reason I am mentioning our brothers and sisters from the Pleiades. If you 

ever read about the war in the heavens as depicted in the bible, it only relates to part of the 

story. Many spirit-beings were involved, i.e., angels, seraphim, and cherubim. The good 

book does not tell us that there were mortals there also. Or that it was a physical battle 

between the aggressive Bear Fleet of Arturo and the protective arm of the Brotherhood’s 

intergalactic fleet from the Pleiades. Those two forces battled over the sovereignty of 

Jesus’ creation of Earth because the House of Arturo desperately covets control of Earth’s 

future gateway to the newly forming universal area beyond us. Those hostilities ended in a 

truce; however, the war is far from over, and it will reoccur within our not too distant 

future. (Proof of everything stated above is forthcoming.) 

https://www.ubecbyrani.com/my-soul-name-is-rani.html
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Glossary of essential terminology. 

I must explain some terminology so everyone may fully understand the rest of this 

material. Most of these words and definitions will not be found in modern dictionaries but 

are spoken and understood celestially. 

Urantia: When spirit beings throughout the greater universe refer to Urantia, they 

speak of Earth. 

 

Havona: We earthlings call it Heaven, and as such, we felt it necessary to explain 

precisely what and where Havona is. At the time of the Eventuation or Big Bang, 

everything in this universe came into existence. Within the extreme center of the universe 

is the Absolute known as the Isle of Light and Life and is surrounded by Paradise Isle. 

This centermost area controls all attributes of power, force, gravity, and time as the 

universe continues to expand outward multi-dimensionally as one would inflate a balloon; 

thus, no soul-being may enter this area. The next area surrounding Paradise Isle is 

Havona, where all soul-beings came into existence. Havona’s peripheral regions are the 

Shores of Havona, where the pilgrim souls’ step onto the wheel of karmic life.  

Whenever Jesus speaks of his Father in Heaven, he refers to a soul-being known as 

RA. The same spirit being the Egyptians worshiped as their Sun God. A universal prime 

directive requires that a Creator-son’s fathers reside within Havona during their son’s 

bestowal on their worldly creations.  

UBEC link – Rani’s interactive diagram of the seven Super Universes as described in 

The Urantia Book 

 

Home-world: Is the planet that a soul-being declares as its house of origin. 

 

The seven degrees of soul-beings:  All divine soul-beings in existence arose from the 

eventuation (Big Bang). They materialized from within the supreme intelligence inherent 

from the eventuation itself. At that time, two distinct types of soul-beings became 

differentiated by their innate energy levels and became known as first and third-degree 

beings. 

These first-degree souls are known as created beings because they emerged from the 

eventuation with the knowledge to maintain universal balance. They will never become 

anything other than those who perform their specific maintenance task. There are too 

many diversified first-level soul-beings duties to describe here. However, these masterful 

beings accomplish their designated maintenance tasks in perpetuity. 

We, at this point, are only concerned with the third-degree-beings because they are 

androgynous; (possess both qualities of yin and yang) and are the source from which fifth-

degree and we seventh-degree mortals evolved.   

  

https://www.ubecbyrani.com/plate-i.html
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The fifth-degree soul-being:  As time passed and evolution progressed, some third-

degree souls found it advantageous to divide their energy in half to be more productive. 

They eventually learned to divide their energy in half by a form of mitosis to become two 

independent fifth-degree yin and yang soul-beings, i.e., soul-mates. 

 

The seventh-degree soul-being:  If a fifth-degree soul-being elects to step onto the 

wheel of life and experience a worldly mortal existence. It must lower its energy level to 

seventh-degree before it can enter and inhabit a physical structure. That is, to be born as a 

human child. 

 Note: Suppose a third-degree soul being did not divide evenly, more yin than yang, 

and vice-versa, could explain the cause of gender confusions among we mortals. Try 

explaining that to a psychologist treating a patient having an identity crisis. 

 

Levels of existence: There are two levels of existence on Earth, not to be confused 

with the degrees of beings. Mortal beings living on the planet’s surface constitute the First 

Level beings; the souls who retain their spirit form represent the Second Level beings.  

 

Creator-sons: At the time of the eventuation, all the physical matter or space debris 

essential for planetary construction came into existence and was available. A creator-son 

is a soul being, Yin or Yang of the third or fifth degree, who wishes to take on the grave 

responsibility of creating planets and solar systems of their own and will utilize this space 

debris.  

Planets do not just happen overnight nor by waving a magic wand. It requires 

thousands of eons of universal time of study under their master Creator Father’s tutelage 

and usually many other creator-sons to perfect the necessary knowledge and skills. Once 

prepared, they must locate and select an unoccupied place in space and then petition the 

Ancients of Days for permission to proceed. If granted, their work has just begun, and we 

will talk more about them in Chapter two. There are billions of creator-sons throughout 

the greater universes, and none of them ever proclaimed to be a god. 

UBEC link – Creator-sons. 

 

Havona time and Universal time: Throughout evolution, intelligent soul beings 

determined that the universal expanse was too massive to measure time as a single unit. 

The time it took to traverse distance required different nomenclature. A demarcation line 

about halfway between Havona and us here on Urantia separates Havona time from 

Universal time. Even though the Earth’s location is on the outer fringe of Universal time, 

we reckon our time by the planet’s daily rotation and its yearly revolving around the sun. 

Our Planetary Prince never taught us any of the celestial truths.  

https://www.ubecbyrani.com/creator-sons-page.html
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UBEC link –The explanation of Time -is located in Part B where a First-degree soul 

being – Melchizedek teacher explains the eventuation. 

 

Prime Laws: Many prime laws are absolute within the greater universe and never 

change. I will identify a few of them here; Force, Power, Energy, and Gravity that are 

immutable and will never change. At the end of chapter seven, there are links to the many 

Melchizedek spirits teachers who provided divine information that made this chronicle 

possible. 

 

Universal Guardians: The universal guardianship comprises six fifth-degree beings, 

and the seventh is a created entity. These beings are Justice, Compassion, Wisdom, 

Humility, Grace, Tenacity, and that of Truth’s composite. There have been 21 groups of 

universal guardians, each of which presided for 441 Havona years. 

This august body has been in existence for 8,820,000 Earth years, which is several 

billions of years before Earth’s existence. They preside over and adjudicate infractions of 

the prime laws. They also mediate breaches of any other legislation that the Universal 

Fathers mandated. That esteemed body of beings held those rebellious Atlantans 

responsible for their actions: if only our Supreme Court worked as judiciously! 

UBEC Link - Universal Guardians. 

 

Ancients of Days or Universal Fathers: These are soul beings of superior wisdom who 

preside as supreme law-givers who allow or disallow specific actions within the universe, 

such as outlawing using nuclear energy for destructive purposes. That is only one of many 

prime laws we savage warmongering earthlings have broken. The Universal Fathers work in 

conjunction with the Universal Guardians, who will adjudicate all those soul-beings 

associated with nuclear destruction. 

Equivalencies of Havona tine and Universal time to Earth time 

One Havona year = 200 Havona days One Havona  Day = 1,000 Earth years 

One Universal Year = 6,698.7 Earth 
days 

One Universal Day = 18.34 Earth days 

Conversion of Universal to Earth time Universal Guardians duration of duty 

One Havona year = 200 Havona days or 
20,000 Earth years 

21 X 21 Havona year = 441 Havona 
years 

441 x 200 = 88,200= Havona days 

One Havona Day 1,000 Earth years 88,200 x 1000 =8,820,000 Earth years 

https://www.ubecbyrani.com/the-eventuation.html
https://www.ubecbyrani.com/universal-guardians.html
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Bestowal: Another Universal law dictates that all creator-sons must go through the 

bestowal process of being born on their planet as a mortal of their creation. Jesus chose 

the last two Havona days, two-thousand earth years of the fourteen Havona days, fourteen 

thousand earth years of the experimental period for his bestowal. His birth marked the 

Christian calendar division between BC and AD. Thus, it was no coincidence that Earth’s 

experimental period ended on the winter solstice of 2002, precisely two thousand years 

after his birth. 

 

Experimental planets or decimal worlds: According to Universal law, every tenth 

inhabitable world, regardless of who created it, is designated as a decimal or an 

experimental world. That means not only the Creator of a decimal or tenth planet may 

experiment with his life forms, but any other creator son who wishes to perform life 

experiments upon it may do so as well. Among the hundreds of trillions of inhabited 

worlds, Urantia is one of those so designated as a decimal planet. That is why we have ten 

fingers and toes.  

Our planet’s designated experimental period was fourteen Havona days. (One Havona 

day is equivalent to 1,000 earth years.) Therefore, Earth’s experimental period was 14,000  

Earth years. That figure is only a fraction of the Earth’s age because the experimental 

period did not begin until after its seeding.   

 

Personal Guardians for willed -beings: These are spirit beings who reside with us 

from before our birth until shortly after mortal death. Often referred to as guardian angels, 

they are there to guide us on our chosen path of destiny and protect us from potential 

danger. 

UBEC Link - Personal Guardians. 

 

Non-willed Guardians:  The non-willed creatures also have guardians who watch 

over and protect the mortal animals within their charge. 

UBEC Link - Non-willed Guardians. 

 

Willed and non-willed creatures: There is a long and involved evolutionary history 

that I will skip and explain the difference between Earth’s Willed and Non-Willed 

creatures. All living matter on this planet possesses a soul, and two types of souls 

differentiate every plant and animal species, from the smallest blade of grass and insect to 

the largest tree and animal that ever lived. Only three species verified to become willed 

beings from Earth’s animal species. That is, somewhere in their development, one of them 

https://www.ubecbyrani.com/personal-guardians.html
https://www.ubecbyrani.com/non-will-guard.html
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made a moral decision to protect someone other than itself. There are three mammalian-

willed species on this planet, the simian from which man evolved and two from the 

aquatic types; the whale and dolphin. The difference between them is that the non-willed 

exist and survive primarily on their particular basic creature instincts. In comparison, 

willed beings survive by making decisions and actions based on conscious thought. They 

are entirely responsible for their actions.  

 

Reincarnation is the divine process of a departed soul choosing to be reborn onto the 

wheel of earthly karmic life. That is a choice only an individual soul can decide. 

It is time to dispel the myth that a man’s soul (willed-being) could return as a cat, dog, 

horse, or any other non-willed creature;  they cannot. Nor can a non-willed animal ever 

occupy the structure of a willed-being. However, one could elect to return to Earth as a 

whale or dolphin because they are members of Earth’s willed species.  

There is, however, a caveat for a willed earthling to be born as an earth-type animal on 

other planets. There are millions of worlds throughout the universe where Earth-type 

animal creatures became verified—thus becoming a willed-being on that planet.  

All one would have to do is locate that world and request an incarnation within a 

family of willed creatures whose physical structure possesses attributes of a non-willed 

animal, i.e., cat, dog, horse, bird, etc.  

 

The wheel of life and karma is an active ongoing process: Whether you believe it or 

not, if you are reading this, you have lived a mortal life either here on this planet or 

somewhere else. That means you chose to participate in karmic evolutionary growth 

toward universal enlightenment. Karma is a highly debated concept among many religious 

philosophies. Simply stated: it is what you develop by your actions, good or bad, toward 

others. To clarify the Truth about reincarnation and how it works.  

      UBEC link – Abaris explains Karma.  

 

Melchizedek teachers. Most religious people should have heard of Machiventa 

Melchizedek because he is mentioned several times in the bible.  

The Melchizedek teachers are the primary purveyors of universal knowledge within 

the seventh super universe. Their home-world is Avalon, which is adjacent to and closely 

allied with the Pleiades, home-world of Yasue, Earthly given name, Joshua Ben Joseph. 

The many Melchizedek teachers who conversed with us conveyed a great deal of 

celestially divine information. These Melchizedek teachers freely shared their celestially 

divine knowledge with the UBEC students, and that is why we freely share this divine 

knowledge with all who wish to learn.   

https://www.ubecbyrani.com/karma.html
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Millions of Melchizedek teachers reside throughout the greater universe, but only one 

Machiventa Melchizedek graced Urantia with his presence. He is the being who once 

walked on this planet and over whom all the biblical scholars speculate. He will again 

traverse Earth, but this time as its new Planetary Prince who precedes the second coming 

of Jesus. 

 

The Negative-Collective: I coined the phrase Negative-collective to encompass all 

the philosophies of contractual houses, schools, and beings- mortal or immortal who 

follow the concepts of Arturo’s mandates of war, bigotry, and tout predestination. 

 

Subliminal thought: I stress the importance of your knowledge and understanding of 

subliminal thought. It was the primary tool and weapon used by the House of Arturo to 

sabotage Jesus’ project of planetary educational upliftment.   

Thousands of negative-collective members descended on the planet to subvert the 

positive thoughts of the leaders of Atlantis. Subliminal thought corrupted the thoughts and 

actions of the Atlantian people to the point of the city’s ultimate destruction. I will explain 

Atlantis further in chapter three.   

Subliminal comes from the Latin words sub, under, and limen, threshold. Your 

threshold, in this case, is your conscious awareness. Something that is below that 

threshold is unconscious. In other words, you see or hear something, but you’re not aware 

you saw or heard it. Subliminal messages used by Arturo’s marauding hoards of 

predestination will circumvent conscious awareness and affect critical functions. 

All thought generates electrical energy that vibrates within a specific spectrum, just 

like radio, television, radar, cell phone, etc.  

For communication to occur, there must be a transmitter, the source creating the 

thought, and a receiver, the object that receives the information. 

In the case of persons who possess the capability to receive thought energy is often 

considered sensitives. In comparison, mentalists have developed the ability to send and 

receive thought energy. These fortunate beings may recognize subliminal messages and 

choose to accept or deny them. The rest of us who do not recognize such thoughts as 

potentially dangerous are oblivious to their effects.  

 But in truth, we are continually being inundated with sound vibrations from music, 

radio, television, and other people’s thoughts that can positively or negatively affect our 

moods and actions. 

I reiterate because everyone is susceptible and vulnerable to subliminal thought! That 

is why the unscrupulous beings of the Negative Collective, both the first and second-level 

beings, used massive amounts of subliminal thought throughout the entire time of 

Atlantis’ existence that ultimately caused its destruction. 
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Arturo’s negative-collective did not stop there; they continued and thwarted Adam and 

Eve from completing their Creator’s universal directive of human physical upliftment. 

The war between predestination and free will continues unabated and will continue until 

Jesus returns. After his second coming, he will deliver the unadulterated version of his 

Sermon on the Mount. 

 That concludes the essential information you needed to know before being subjected 

to the complexities of the subject material you have yet to experience. After which, you 

will observe your very existence in a different light!  
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Chapter 01. 

Dalamatia 

 

Some divine mandates from Heaven 

Atlantis, known as Dalamatia by the spirit-beings on the other side of the veil, just as 

Earth is known as Urantia, but I digress. 

Most everyone has heard stories of the legendary city that sank beneath the sea. 

Atlantis is more than just a mythical narrative. It was our world’s first capital city, and its 

fall was the beginning of the decline of educational upliftment and enlightenment toward 

becoming a citizen of the universe.  

How mortal beings came into existence and evolved. 

During the eventuation (Big Bang) process, all the physical matter or space debris 

essential for planetary construction came into existence and became readily available. The 

most valuable asset from the eventuation was all the immortal souls. Every divine soul-

being in existence became a reality as they materialized from the supreme intelligence 

inherent within the eventuation. At that time, two distinct soul-beings were produced and 

differentiated by their innate energy levels and became known as first and third-degree 

beings. 

 These first-degree beings are known as created beings because they will never 

become anything except for what they came into existence to accomplish; they maintain 

universal equilibrium,i.e., energy, force, power, and gravity. 

In this dissertation, we are only concerned with the third-degree energy-beings 

because they are the source from which we fifth and seventh-degree mortals evolved. 

Let us begin at the beginning of our soul’s journey through time and space. Shortly 

after each of these third-degree energy beings emerged from their protective cocoons, it 

found itself immersed in total darkness sprinkled with bits of twinkling specks of light. 

Each flickering light is that of a previously emerged soul. They also found themselves in a 

sea of various-sized chunks of innate matter. This process occurred throughout the vastness 

of open unorganized space and continued until the finite number of souls came into 

existence, a number too large for humans to conceive. 

These souls of pure energy instinctively or because of curiosity began to communicate 
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by sending bits of visible thought light energy to each other. As soul-beings of pure energy, 

they could sense and distinguish the vibratory rates of light and sound; thus, they could 

ultimately see and hear. They received the combined knowledge the other had previously 

learned with each contact, thus began our educational process. 

As their evaluation continued, they learned to use this same thought energy to 

manipulate matter. Throughout many eons (a unit of geologic time equal to one billion 

years) learned how to manage the chunks of space debris to create planets and build solar 

systems and galaxies. Planets do not miraculously appear; they are meticulously designed 

by a Creator and constructed with assistance from many of their colleagues.  

Somewhere within those countless eons, they concluded that if a soul-being could 

divide its energy in half, it could accomplish twice the amount of work. After many eons of 

experimentation, they achieved the division by using a form of mitosis. And a third-degree 

being could divide its energy in half and become two fifth-degree beings, thus creating 

what is known as soul-mates. That is no easy feat and requires eons for a third-degree soul 

to accomplish. 

From their beginnings until the next step in evolution, they learned that every soul was 

unique in its knowledge and ability. They learned how to create and develop plant and 

animal forms. More eons passed, while many different life forms thrived on various 

worlds. Then someone realized they could see and hear their creations but could not touch, 

feel, or smell them. Then came their epiphany; since they had indwelt all forms of 

inanimate matter while constructing planets and solar systems, why not indwell their plant 

and animal creations by coexisting within them? Could they then acquire the tactile?  

They quickly learned that their fifth-degree energy level was too high because 

whenever they attempted to indwell a living object, it promptly shriveled and burned up. 

And since these soul-beings were immortal, they had no concept of mortal death until they 

first experienced the event. While attempting to indwell an animated creature, it suddenly 

died, and they found themselves within a lifeless, inanimate structure. 

They also discovered they could not divide themselves again because there was not 

enough energy to sustain them. However, with more trial and error, these brilliant fifth-

level energy souls learned how to control and reduce their energy levels by casting bits of 

it back into the environment. (The first law of thermodynamics states that energy can 

neither be created nor destroyed; merely converted.) Thus, they became the seventh-degree 

beings that we mortals are today. 

There is a divine process that all developing worlds must follow.    

I will now explain the evolutionary process of all developing planets. They do not just 
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miraculously appear ready to produce life. No world inhabited or uninhabited exists 

without some creator being responsible for building it. The Creator-son of a solar system 

must work with many different specialized beings to assist him with his creations. 

The aspiring Creator will contact and work with the Universal Force, Power, and 

Energy Controllers, plus Universal Architects, to design and build a planetary system 

according to his needs. 

Since all souls are immortal, some elected to create soul-mates, reduce energy, and be 

born as mortal creatures to experience an evolutionary path of destiny. 

Regardless of status, mortal or immortal, some souls dedicate themselves to becoming 

specialists in building all aspects of universal structures, i.e., planets, solar systems, and 

galaxies. Unfortunately, some souls choose the negative path of disruption to the point of 

destruction. The hordes of warmongers and destroyers of Earth today stem from those 

soul-beings who chose the negative course of action. 

Those soul-beings who elect to construct worlds are known as Creator-sons. When a 

creator-son prepares to create a solar system and populate the viable planets, he will select 

and request assistance from these positive specialized beings. 

These specialists will begin by selecting large chunks of blazing hot matter from 

within the designated area in free space and placing them in the new system’s proper 

position. They then arrange other deep space debris into orbits around that star; we 

earthlings call it the sun. 

This initial construction process may take many eons for the orbiting material to 

stabilize. If the space-debris elements are too close to the star, the gravitational forces pull 

it into the star and absorb it. If the debris is too far away, the gravitational force is not 

strong enough to hold it, and the debris flies back into free space. 

The creator-son must wait for centuries for his planets to stabilize before determining 

which ones validate and sustain life. Once identified, he collaborates with other 

specialized beings such as geneticists, agronomists, zoologists, and many others who help 

him prepare the many life forms to be delivered and planted on his worlds.  

After these specialists complete preparing the seeds of life according to the Creator’s 

specifications, he arranges with the life carriers to deliver the kernels of life and disperse 

them to his planets. That is, to sow the seeds as we would for any garden. 

Once again, the creator son must wait for eons while life develops before determining 

what life forms evolved and which ones will verify and when they are ready to receive 
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their intellectual development. 

You must understand that the planetary creation process takes many thousands of 

millennia, several trillions of our human lifetimes. However, once life becomes verified, it 

would be time for the creator-son to begin the educational process of bringing his mortal 

creations to a state of Light and Life. (In Earth’s vernacular, Utopia.) 

The first step toward enlightenment is establishing a Universal city headed by a 

Planetary Prince. He and his staff build and devote thousands of years educating the 

populous with full knowledge of the Divine Heavenly Universe and preparing them for 

the arrival of an Adamic strain, an Adam and Eve. After seventy-seven generations of 

Adamic offspring, they begin mating with the best of the planet’s population to uplift the 

masses’ mental, physical, and spiritual attributes. 

There is a prime directive known as a Bestowal. It requires that all creator-sons must 

undergo being born as a mortal on each of their created worlds and experience a mortal 

existence. After the bestowal, the creatures of that world may continue toward and 

eventually complete their transformation to Light and Life.  

That is the divine process for the creation of all developing inhabited worlds. 
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Chapter 02. 

What went wrong in Atlantis 

And some celestial politics 

Earth is the only tenth inhabitable world among all the planets in our solar system. 

Thus, it was open to all other Creator’s experimentation, which legally allowed the 

minions of Arturo’s acolyte’s free access to raise havoc on Jesus’ creation for the length 

of the experimental period. Jesus told us that there were many mansions within his 

father’s house. Unfortunately, not all mansion worlds are as positive as that of Jesus. Like 

many of those mansion-worlds listed here, maintain hostile forces toward our creator.  

The House of Arturo is the primary culprit, whom the others support. The house of IS, 

home of Isis, a master psychic seer who, like the House of Nebon with its negative 

healers, gather beings who follow the dictates of their respective mansion worlds who 

prescribe to the philosophy of predestination. They continuously promote and propagate 

havoc on any or all those who do not conform to their father’s celestial dictates. There are 

too many self-proclaimed deities to identify here. 

Joshua Ben Joseph is an extremely positive, loving being who prescribes and supports 

the philosophy of free will of choice.  

He conformed to all celestially prescribed creative processes disclosed in chapter one. 

Therefore, I will begin where he determined which of his planets were inhabitable. After 

the geneticists completed developing all the required life-forms, Jesus contacted the 

Brotherhood fleet in the Pleiades and sanctioned them to deliver the life pods to Earth and 

have the geneticists seed the land and the sea. 

Life began developing, and after more eons passed, many billions of life-forms 

evolved, from the smallest insect or blade of grass to the largest animal that ever lived, 

each indwelt with an immortal soul. Celestially, every creature within all species became 

classified as a non-willed-being.  

During the evolutionary development of a species, if one of them made a moral 

decision to sacrifice itself while protecting another of its kind, that species received the 

distinction of becoming a willed-being.  

 Out of all the species on Earth, only three verified to become willed creatures. There 

are three mammalian willed species, the simian from which man evolved and the aquatic 

from which the whale and dolphin evolved. Thus, every time an ignorant man slotters a 
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whale or dolphin, we commit genocide against our willed brothers and sisters of the sea.  

Eventually, after many more eons passed, these willed beings developed tribes and 

small communities. When Jesus determined it was time to begin the educational process, 

he arranged for a Planetary Prince and a band of one-hundred specialized educators to 

come to the planet. Jesus sanctioned the Brotherhood Fleet to deliver Prince Calagastia 

and his staff, along with everything necessary to build Earth’s capital city of Dalamatia 

(The celestial name of Atlantis). Jesus also appointed Lucifer and Satan to act as 

Calagastia’s lieutenants. 

Once the Fleet arrived on Urantia (The celestial name of Earth), the brotherhood 

construction engineers began building the city. The Prince and his staff selected the best 

humans from the most advanced aboriginal tribes. Calagastia carefully selected twelve 

Atlantean men to form his council of twelve to preside over and govern the surrounding 

tribes. At that time, there were the willed and non-willed mortals on the planet plus many 

spirit beings. 

There are two levels of existence on Earth, not to be confused with the degrees of 

beings. Mortal beings living on the planet’s surface constitute the First Level beings; the 

souls who retain their spirit form represent the Second Level beings. 

At the time of Atlantis, all but a few specialized second-level spirits could be seen and 

heard by all. (It was not until the fall of Atlantis did we mortals lose the ability to see and 

converse with spirit beings.) 

Prince Caligastia was a spirit-being among the many second-level seraphim and 

cherubim, all of whom the planet’s mortals could see and converse. The members of 

Caligastia’s band of one-hundred were spiritually endowed mortal beings that would have 

still been here if it were not for the rebellion, which begs the question, how could that be 

possible. 

Most everyone has heard of the tree of life portrayed in the bible, which supposedly 

contained knowledge of good and evil. Not so, the fruit of the tree known as Monna 

simply maintained the spiritual connection with the universal life force for the specially 

endowed members of the staff of one hundred. It was the consumption of the Monna that 

maintained their immortality. The Monna trees were brought here as part of Prince 

Calagastia’s support materials. However, removed immediately after the rebellion.  

Note: The first Garden of Eaden received Earth’s second orchard of Monna trees 

during the preparation of Adam and Eve’s arrival and became subsequently removed after 

their default. It was not eating the biblical apple that caused their default; Cane and Able 

were stepbrothers. 
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As part of the city’s construction, the Brotherhood’s engineers’ extraterrestrial beings 

installed seven crystal rods deep into the Earth. These rods acted as antennae to facilitate 

communication with the Greater Universe. These continuous celestial broadcasts provided 

divine music and universal information to all inhabited worlds throughout the entire 

universe. The engineers also set up and maintained the communication equipment to 

provide those mortal and immortal beings with the ability to access the equipment to 

converse with heavenly beings.  
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Chapter 03. 

The Calagastia Rebellion 

 

 I will now significantly simplify the rebellion process that developed over thirty-six 

thousand years by explaining what happened.  

 Earth’s evolutionary developmental processes progressed as celestially prescribed for 

several eons before Prince Caligastia, Lucifer, and Satan received Jesus’ mandate to 

develop a Capital City and educate the aboriginal tribes.  

After these chosen superior beings began their assigned tasks of planetary upliftment, 

the sustained subliminal thought bombardments from Arturo’s acolytes of destruction 

commenced. It took them about thirty-thousand Earth years before Caligastia finally 

succumbed to the horrendous assaults and decided to usurp our Creator and declare 

himself as God and sovereign ruler of all Jesus’ planets.  

The traitorous actions caused a rebellion throughout the entire universal sector. The 

Universal Fathers declared Lucifer, Satan, Caligastia, and his rebellious followers 

breached several universal prime laws. The Universal Fathers immediately cordoned off 

the entire rebellious sector within a veil of forgetfulness to prevent any further spread of 

the rebellion. 

That action produced disastrous effects on all future soul-beings electing to be born on 

Earth. From that point forward, any soul-being choosing to sojourn on Earth must pass 

through the veil, thus losing all celestial memory of who they were or where they came 

from, and worst of all, no memory of past-life experiences. Earth’s populous are deaf, 

dumb, blind, and devoid of all celestially divine knowledge. Nor any of the celestial 

information divulged within this publication.   

Those directly involved in the treason found themselves unceremoniously removed 

from the planet along with the seven crystal rods and the Monna trees. The remaining 

mortals and immortals who could once communicate with the Greater Universe were 

entirely cut off, thus virtually deaf and blind from any further divine knowledge. Many 

mortals of the city lost their ability to see and converse with spirit beings. This action 

caused the end of the educational up-liftmen process, resulting in atavism. Since there 

have been too few Melchizedek teachers born on the planet to make any appreciable 

difference, that atavistic warmongering trend continues to this day. 
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Caligastia was not the only recipient of subliminal thought. All the members of his 

band of one-hundred, and the twelve council leaders, also received continuous 

bombardments of negative subliminal thoughts. Over thousands of years, the self-

proclaimed god Arturo infiltrated Earth’s indigenous tribes with maliciously thought-

infested children. Here is why multitudes of these children were born into the indigenous 

tribes. 

Isis informed the monarch of the House of Arturo that Urantia would become a 

gateway to the ever-expansive region of the Universe. Arturo became obsessed with 

obtaining control of the gateway. After mortal life became a reality on Earth, and long 

before the construction of Atlantis and the planetary Prince’s arrival, Arturo ordered a 

seditious proclamation to his warriors to have multitudes of children from respective 

negative houses be born as infiltrating mortals within existing tribes on the planet. Of 

course, these children would arrive accompanied by their equally malicious personal 

guardians. 

Have you ever wondered why so many religions claim that their god is the one and 

only? Throughout our greater universe, most mansion worlds fostered and supported some 

form of religious superstition at one time or another. That is until they learned the divine 

Truth from their Planetary Princes. We never gained that knowledge from Prince 

Calagastia because he became corrupted by many of these same gods that continuously 

plague us. That forgetfulness veil left us vulnerable to the mercy of many varieties of 

religious teachings from multitudes of the one-and-only self-proclaimed gods seeking 

recognition and power. Mammon, being one of the stronger ones.  

Once the adjudication began, all those suspected of treason against a sovereign creator 

became unceremoniously removed from the planet. Lucifer, Satan, and Prince Caligastia 

were stripped of power and command but were allowed to return to their stations. 

However, they were like wolves without their fangs that could only observe while awaiting 

future adjudication. The entire band of one-hundred lost their immortality status. Those 

members of the Princes’ staff found not guilty of treason returned to the planet to live out 

the remainder of their mortal lives. I will not name all of them here, but you may find them 

in The Urantia Book.  

About thirty-six thousand years had passed between the arrival of Prince Caligastia on 

Earth and the rebellion. Wars between the city-states of Atlantis and Lemuria, plus many 

outlying tribes, escalated for an additional one-hundred-fifty years before the final 

destruction of both civilizations by earthquakes and volcanos and violent storms. 
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It is time to learn some universal politics. 

 

I will now explain how the House of Arturo accomplished its dastardly deeds. 

Remember that the House of Arturo has many allied houses that provided resources to 

assist their benefactor, and I will identify a few.  

The House of Pan is where manipulators of sound and tonal vibrations learn how to 

control thoughts and emotions that affect and influence others’ actions. As a spirit entity, 

Pan inhabited the body of the legendary Pied Piper of Hamelin. Except those stories are 

more than legendary folklore. The Pied Piper’s exploits indeed occurred. Google them. 

The mortal and immortal beings from the House of Pan possess the ability to create 

inaudible sounds to produce ultimate mind control and thought manipulation over others, 

just as Pan did in Hamelin. 

Do not confuse the notorious Isis, who walked the Earth pretending to be one of the 

Egyptian Gods, with comic book characters or depicted in any of Hollywood’s TV series.  

Isis is an immortal soul-being who stems from the infamous house of IS. Isis is a 

master psychic seer, both mortally and immortally. That same entity walked the Earth as a 

mortal using her soul name Isis who became an Egyptian deity. She lived as early as the 

Archaic Period (she appeared mortally several times between 700 and 480 BC). Her first 

known temple; discovered in Greece during or before the fourth century BC. 

There are thousands of Mansion Worlds of universal healers who possess the 

knowledge and abilities to heal mortal bodies and immortal souls.  

The House of Nebon is a house of universal healers who allied themselves with the 

House of Arturo. However, these souls never heard of the Hippocratic oath, do-no-harm. 

The mortal and immortal healers from the House of Nebon use their skills to overly 

protect beings of destruction while treating those of positive creationism with hostility and 

disdain.  

I do not know what specific talents the House of Dan provides to Arturo, but we know 

that whenever there is universal negative unrest, members of Dan’s House will be 

involved 

Arturo’s preemptive actions. 

Many millennia ago, Isis foresaw that a creator son named Yasue would successfully 

create a planet universally designated Urantia. The Akashic records predicted that Urantia 

(Planet number 606 in the Satania system would become a gateway to an expanding 

portion of the universe beyond its location.) 

http://www.ubecbyrani.com/seven-super-universes.html
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Returning to the story 

Once the Prince and his staff arrived on Earth, additional souls with various negative 

talents descended upon them, and the undermining process began. You must understand 

that Prince Calagastia and his staff of one hundred, plus his lieutenants, Lucifer and Satan, 

were hand-picked by Jesus because of their previously proven loyalty. They were strong-

willed souls and dedicatedly committed to accomplishing their assigned tasks. Also, 

understand it was more than 36,000 years from the Prince’s arrival and the fall of Atlantis. 

Thus, it was monumental for Arturo’s forces to subvert the minds of the souls of positive 

creationism to the point of treasonous rebellion.  

The continuous bombardment of insidious subliminal thought caused fighting to break 

out between the native tribes and the city government that escalated into a prolonged civil 

war. That was the beginning of the end of Atlantis  
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Chapter 04. 

Additional Unknown Facts 

 

At the time of Atlantis, the Earth was very young, with only one large landmass 

surrounded by water. As a result of a very dense cloud cover, the entire year-round global 

temperature averaged about 73 degrees Fahrenheit, creating a perfect paradise. However, 

the thick clouds obscured everyone from seeing any blue sky. 

The Brotherhood engineers used laser tools to carve the blocks and towering columns 

during city construction. Later, sculptors used them to create statues and great works of 

art.   

Within the time frame of Atlantis’ existence, their genetic scientists succumbed to the 

subliminal thought that it would be a good idea to begin experimenting with gene splicing.  

 (That was the first time this breach in prime-law against genetic manipulation 

occurred on Earth. Our genetic scientists are presently the fifth culture to dabble with gene 

splicing, a task celestially restricted to creator-sons and their divine geneticists.)  

Some of the better-known creatures, such as the Unicorn, Centaur, Minotaur, Aqua-

men, Mermaids, and the Giant Passenger-birds, came into existence. (The same 

magnificent birds that carried Adam and Eve as they inspected the first Garden of Eden.) 

These creatures are more than just Greek mythology because the Atlantean geneticists 

successfully created them in their laboratories.  

Many of the immortal souls that indwelt these creature bodies were sorely unhappy, so 

many of the Centaurs and Minotaur joined the ravaging hordes against the city 

government when the fighting escalated. None of these mythical creatures survived the 

march of time because, having been spawned in a laboratory petri dish, they were sterile. 

I need to put the planet into perspective; Earth’s total landmass was comparable to 

today’s, except it consisted of one gigantic continent surrounded by water. Atlantis was a 

vast metropolis as large as a couple of our present-day metropolitan cities combined. 

 It rested on one of two peninsulas connected by a large land bridge. One landmass 

supported Atlantis, while another supported the City State of Lemuria. 
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There had been grave friction between the city-state of Atlantis and Lemuria’s city 

government for thousands of years that escalated into severe aggression. When the 

hostilities finally became intolerable, the people of Lemuria joined the hordes of hostile 

aboriginal tribes. 

As the warring factors reached the boiling point, the negative persuasion placed within 

the city’s defense teams’ minds became convinced it was necessary to convert a laser tool 

into a laser weapon. The Atlantean laser weapon contained more destructive power than 

any produced today because it came from alien technology. 

The city forces were holding against the local tribesmen and the Lemurians. Still, 

when the hordes of Centaurs and Minotaurs began breaching the walls, Prince Calagastia 

authorized using the laser weapon. On several occasions of its use, the powerfully 

destructive beam went skyward, burning large holes through the dense clouds, and pierced 

the seven layers of protective atmospheric filters. Even though it took an additional 

hundred and fifty years before the final tragedy, the misuse of a laser weapon marked the 

beginning of the end of Atlantis, Lemuria, and many native communities. 

The sun began vaporizing the dense cloud cover, causing rain showers that slowly 

increased in magnitude and ferocity for many years. Violent winds mixed with heavy 

rainstorms caused tornadoes, earthquakes, and volcanos to erupt. High winds and strong 

waves commenced hammering the shorelines. Damaging earthquakes and volcanos caused 

a  gigantic tsunami to thunder in and engulf the peninsulas containing the cities of Atlantis 

and Lemuria. When the water receded, there was nothing left of either municipality. The 

disruptive elements continued until the peninsulas eventually broke away from the 

mainland and sank beneath the pounding waves. The earthquakes increased in frequency 

and amplitude until the entire landmass began to break up along its tectonic plates, 

commencing continental drift. Over time the clouds reformed, and the warming and 

cooling process began developing the four seasons. The holes in the atmosphere are not 

self-repairing; thus, starting  Earth climate change.  

The location of those first holes is still within the South pole region, but the 

remanence of Atlantis remains a mystery. Thousands of years of continental drift have 

most likely relocated them several times. 

 

In conclusion 

As a result of the Calagastia revolt causing the loss of Jesus’ capital city, Dalmatia, no 

earthling ever learned the real purpose for Atlantis was to provide the educational 

upliftment of Earth’s population in preparation for the arrival of Adam and Eve. 
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Therefore, we are deaf, dumb, and blind to everything occurring within the realms of 

Heaven, and therein lies the paradox! 

It is time to disclose why I felt qualified to write this paper and inform others why 

Jesus sanctioned the construction of the Capital City of Dalmatia. There was a time during 

Earth’s evolutionary history; I received permission from Jesus to take part in what is now 

a past life adventure, working on his behalf to become a member of Prince Calagastia’s 

council of twelve. I did so because I knew Calagastia, Lucifer, and Satan and believed in 

the Dalmatia project.  

I was there on that fateful day when that tsunami demolished both cities and almost 

everyone there. My young scribe and I perished under the same falling pillar; I know all of 

this to be a fact because I have recordings of that past-life experience to prove that 

information presented here is not merely an elaborate fictitious science fiction drama.  

I hope my article has provided you with some divine knowledge not available in any 

school, university, church, or found in any bible. 

http://www.ubecbyrani.com/ranis-complete-atlantis-story.html
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Chapter 05. 

The Brotherhood Fleet. 

 

The Pleiades, as seen in the night sky, often referred to as the Seven Sisters, is located 

in the constellation Taurus. The open star cluster contains the home-worlds of the 

Universal Brotherhood and their intergalactic fleets. 

 Pleiadean civilization is tens of millions of years older than Earth and consists of 

mortals, much like ourselves. However, their society is much more highly advanced. 

The Universal Brotherhood’s interstellar and intergalactic space fleets have many 

celestial duties and responsibilities, such as trade and exploration. They take on many 

divine tasks for creator sons, such as delivering seed pods to their newly developing 

planets. That is how life arrived here on Earth. They also transport the planetary princes 

and their teaching staff as a composite package, plus everything required to construct its 

capital city. A special section of the fleet provides additional protection for the seraphic 

transport carriers while conveying Adams and Eves to their respective developing worlds. 

One of the most challenging and time-consuming projects for the Pleiadians is the 

reclamation of a planet. 

You already know the proper evolutionary process of developing worlds. If everything 

had progressed as designed, we earthlings would not have corrupted Jesus’ creation to its 

present nearly irrevocable devastation.  

None of our supposed highly educated scientists or the warmongering military leaders 

realize how close they have brought us to extinction. Calagastia’s lack of carrying out 

Jesus’ mandate to teach Earth’s populous the divine principles of Havona has deprived 

earthlings the knowledge of the celestially divine.  

Without the majority of humanity having gained this knowledge of peace and love, we 

continued to fall under the spell of despoilers. We became ignorant warmongering savages 

that continue destroying our fellow human brothers and sisters. 

 The Atlantians burned the first holes in our atmosphere, and continued ignorance 

allows us to remain on the path of self-annihilation.   

 We warmongering savages continue burning more unrepairable holes with their use 
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of HAARP. (Everyone should research HAARP and learn what our brilliant scientists and 

military leaders have done; Google it and then decide for yourself if it is accelerating our 

demise!)  

That same sheer ignorance allows Earth’s despoilers to persist in burning devastating 

holes through the ionosphere without regard for how to repair them. Even if they were so 

inclined, no one on this planet has the knowledge or capability to do so.   

The atmospheric holes do not repair themselves; on the contrary, they are slowly but 

steadily increasing. There will come a time when these seven protective layers will no 

longer prevent the sun’s burning radiation from boiling the seas and turning the planet into 

an enormous charcoal briquet. 

That prediction does not bode well for Earth’s longevity, but not all is lost. 

Remember, I mentioned that one of the Brotherhood’s tasks was the reclamation of 

worlds. It is no coincidence that the end of Earth’s experimental period occurred on the 

winter solstice of 2002. Two Havona days, 2000 earth years after Christ Michal’s birth. 

In preparation for the end of Earth’s experimental period in 2002, Jesus sanctioned the 

Brotherhood to establish a reclamation fleet and proceed toward Earth.   

On the winter solstice of 2004, the Ancients of Days in Havona awarded Jesus full 

sovereignty of Earth by divine proclamation.  

In May of 2019, the Reclamation Fleet arrived in position just outside our galaxy and 

is patiently waiting for permission from Jesus to proceed with its mission. I am sorry to 

say that consent will not be forthcoming until the warmongering earthlings stop 

slaughtering each other. 

Presently, nearly a hundred protracted wars are ensuing. Thus, the optimistic, piece-

loving souls’ task is to convince the warmongering hordes that it will be in their best 

interest to cease their hostilities and foster a lasting truce. 

Earthlings have two options: wake up, cease all warring hostilities, and welcome the 

Brotherhood Reclamation Fleet members to commence their restoration. Or number two, 

do not accept their help and wait until we become extinct from the sun’s radiation. 

If we are intelligent enough to select option one, I will share what I know about a 

second prediction presented to us that is sure to occur.  

The fleet commander, Delta Gamma, will make their presents known by 

circumventing worldwide communications and using the planet’s satellite network. He 

will explain who they are, wherefrom, and why they have come, and, most of all, they 
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have come as our piece loving brothers and sisters. He will explain what they will do 

to cleanse the land, seas, and atmosphere and inform us that the Brotherhood science 

vessels had already begun some cleansing in 2004. He will also present all military leaders 

with a stern warning that if anyone opens fire upon any of their spacecraft, the fleet will 

immediately withdraw, leaving us to fend for ourselves until we have developed an 

intellect for survival. That is if we manage to last that long! 

If we are smart enough to heed the warning, here are some benefits we will receive. 

Additionally, the Brotherhood Reclamation Fleet carries everything required to 

construct Jesus’ new Capital City Alpha as divinely ordained. 

Our new Planetary Prince Melevintchia Melchizedek and his staff of one hundred 

Melchizedek teachers will begin providing the proper celestial education Prince Calagastia 

failed to do. They will commence the elevating process for earthlings toward Light and 

Life. (Utopia) 

Fleet agronomists will reinstall the Monna trees planetary-wide, making the fruit 

available for all beings, mortal, immortal, and animals. 

Our Adam and Eve, and their children that were once born on Earth, will again walk 

on this planet. It will require seven generations of Earth’s children to rid their physical 

bodies of centuries of pollutants before they are allowed to mate with any of Adam and 

Eve’s children. Once the interbreeding begins, their offspring will attain the perfect 

physical structures Jesus intended for his mortal beings. 

After the engineers reinstall seven crystal rods and restore the  Universal broadcasts, 

everyone may receive the celestial music and news.  

The reclamation fleet carries all the animal species we ignorantly drove into 

extinction, and the brotherhood husbandman scientists and geneticists will replenish them. 

Besides sharing their knowledge of intergalactic space science, there will be many 

gifts from our Pleiadian brothers. There is one that I feel we earthlings will find most 

interesting.  

The Pleiadians utilize the healing-light properties of crystalline vibratory frequencies 

for medical purposes. 

They have strategically placed structures similar to our old telephone booth 

throughout their communities. The function of these ‘light booths’ is to heal and sustain 

excellent health by analyzing and rebalancing a person’s chakra to maintain longevity. 

That is why the average lifespan of Pleiadians is around 800 plus years 
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***  Our brothers and sisters of the sea. *** 

Here is one more fact for you to contemplate. When a creator-son dispatches their 

Planetary Princes and the Adams and Eves to their evolutionary worlds, they do so for 

each species of willed creatures; thus, our whales and dolphins received a Prince and100 

teachers plus an Adam and Eve compatible with their species. These celestial beings did 

not fail; that is why our scientists of Whaleology recognize how harmonious our brothers 

and sisters living in pods display loving family relationships; they do not, nor have they 

ever waged war! 

Over a thousand whales are killed every year for their meat and body parts and sold 

for commercial gain. What would our judicial law enforcement system do to anyone 

caught slaughtering men, women, and children for sport, meat, and body parts sold for 

commercial gain? Should we do anything less to those slaughtering our precious whales? 
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Chapter 06. 

About the Author 

 

E. Kitson Southward, whose soul name is Rani; his home-world is Avalon, also that of 

the Melchizedeks. He reincarnated on behalf of our Creator Jesus, as he has done in many 

past lives. 

 

He has never had, nor will he ever have any natural innate psychic ability. That is why he 

requires a gifted clairvoyant seer by his side to guide and advise him on his correct path 

while in mortality on this bound world. It was not until 1985 when Rani met that 

genuinely gifted psychic he had sought, Magna. At last, he learned who he was and why 

they were here on the planet at this time. 

 

Rani was born in 1933, and even as a young adult, he logically suspected, not intuitively, 

there was more to life than just living here on Earth. Therefore, during his 87 years, he has 

delved into many aspects of the paranormal and the occult, not the stargazing astrologers, 

tea-leaf or tarot card readers, crystal-gazing fortunetellers, or the witchcraft type of 

mysticism, but serious study of the unknown.  

While attempting to implement certain aspects of the research, he quickly realized that 

he had no innate supernatural talents. Thus, he began looking for people with unique gifts 

of astral projection and travel, psychometry, telepathy, and clairvoyance, of whom he 

found many. Unfortunately, most misused their talents for financial rather than spiritual 

gain. 

 

Finally, in 1985, Rani met Magna, a genuinely gifted clairvoyant psychic he had sought. 

However, he did not know this at the time because she had not mentioned attending the 

Institute of Vedic Studies. He knew she possessed many talents, but it took several months 

before realizing she was adept at more psychic abilities than he knew existed. 

 

They lived in a remote area in Arizona’s Mojave Desert in 1987 when Abaris first 

contacted them.  He is a master Melchizedek teacher whose home-world is also Avalon. 

He is a spirit being who provided them with knowledge of universal importance to 

everyone on the planet. This book contains celestially divine information that few people 

have ever heard unless they have read the Urantia Book. 
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As Abaris increased his teaching sessions with them, she expanded and refined her 

psychic abilities. They asked him many questions during their learning sessions, and to 

ensure they received the best answers possible, Abaris provided many diversified spirit-

beings to speak with them. These spirit beings traveled great intergalactic distances to 

share their divine knowledge and experience. They were experts within their specialized 

fields and freely shared their knowledge and bestowed them with gifts of divine 

knowledge that can only come from beyond this planet’s mortal realm. Not many Spirit-

being speak English; however, one of Magna’s many extraordinary gifts was the ability to 

converse directly with them and translate their universal language. That made it possible 

for us to create many hours-worth of audio recordings that we freely share with all who 

wish to obtain celestial knowledge. 

 

Rani established the Universal Brotherhood Educational Center in March 1987. Those of 

us at the UBEC freely dedicate our time to share our knowledge of the greater universe. 

Since our clairvoyant seer Magna’s demise in September 2013, we can no longer garner 

more. Thus, we make what information we have freely available to share with everyone 

interested in gaining divine knowledge and enlightenment. 
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Chapter 07 

Melchizedek Teachers 

Abaris, our spiritual advisor 

 

Abaris has lived eleven different mortal lives on this planet. He arrived on Earth for his 

first one in 5000 BC, where he was the teacher who established the highly advanced 

school of the Cimbri. (companions)  

He selected the best young males from the Hyperborean race and placed them into a 

20-year long training program. Upon completing their training, these young men would 

return home to their families to teach their villagers what they had learned. 

The primary curriculum was extremely extensive and varied; he stressed all the 

physical sciences, mathematics, physics, chemistry, astronomy, health, and self-

government. 

He also taught advanced celestial concepts such as reincarnation and the universal love 

and brotherhood of all humanity.  

Abaris met and shared cosmic wisdom among many Masters of the Vedic discipline 

during those eleven past lives. He would debate philosophy with Zarathustra. During one 

of those lives, he spent time with Pythagoras, who referred to him as the ‘Golden Arrow.’ 

As legend has it, Abaris had received a Golden Arrow from Apollo that he rode upon 

as a means of transportation. That was the legend, but the truth is, he traveled from place 

to place within a Universal Brotherhood shuttlecraft that gleamed like gold in the sunlight. 

He continued teaching how to foster Peace, Love, and Brotherhood in several subsequent 

lives.  

Shortly after Abaris made himself known to my psychic and me, he challenged us to 

learn, understand, practice, and eventually teach three basic universal concepts and three 

additional items each. 

Concept -1 Know Yourself.  

Part -a. That of discovering the true self and the total acceptance of the same. 

Part -b.That all souls have equal value and potential as all others; no one is greater 

or lesser than another.  

Part -c. We must attain the resultant knowledge and recognition that GOD dwells 

within each of us.  
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Concept - 2 Know Your Planet. 

Part -a. Learn to love yourself and accept all other men as you would have them 

except you.  

Part -b. To learn of humanity’s custodial care of the planet on which we live. 

Part -c. Become knowledgeable of the fact that we on this planet are but a small part 

of a much larger Brotherhood Universe. 

Concept 3 - Know Your Universe. 

Part -a. Learn to accept our responsibility of custodial care of the universe and the 

undeniable truths of the Universal Brotherhood and what they represent. 

Part -b. Then learn of the Universal fabric’s continuance and that which keeps it all 

going by the strength of our ongoing love. 

Part -c. You will then learn of ‘Your Role’ relative to yourself, your brother, your 

planet, and your Universe to ensure the Universal continuance. 
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Melchizedek Teachers who shared their knowledge with us 
 

Here is the list of those spirit beings who traversed time and space to share their divine 

knowledge with Earth’s people. They are the primary purveyors of universal knowledge 

throughout the universe, and their home-world is Avalon, which is adjacent to and closely 

allied with the Pleiades. Click on the blue links. 

# Soul Name Lesson Title Subject Material 

01 LaHova The Eventuation Where and how everything began 

02 Ah-To-Doe Force Controler The effects of sound and tone across the universe 

03 Abaris Planetary Rebellion Atlantis and the cause of its destruction 

04 Z/Z/o Energy Controller Structures and laws of the Greater universe 

05 ATZW Power Controllers A first degree created being talks of gravity  

06 PS1/100 Universal Architects A first degree created being- a master universe designer   

07 Magna The Wrenching A recording of where all Souls came into existence 

8-10 Forman Creator sons Explains who created planets, solar systems, and galaxies 

11 Ta hall Universal Guardians Melchizedek historian – tells of universalubunal 

12 Neenya Personal Guardians Who guides and protect mortal man 

13 Vars Non-Willed Guardians Who guides and protect all other plants and animals 

14 Su Lee Universal Healers Explains their universal duties snd responsibilities 

You nay listen to the original recordings of their teaching sessions from the –  

Major Melchizedek teachers — or copy and paste the URL into any computer 

https://www.ubecbyrani.com/window-to-the-universe.html 

 

The three alien members of the Universal Brotherhood Intergalactic Reclamation Fleet 

Fi Teaching Officer A mortal fifth-degree being whose body rests within the Fleet 

Phi-phi Gama phy Education Officers Explains how and why the creation of the Brotherhood Fleet  

Thundra  Diplomatic staff Explains their intentions and capabilities of restoration 

You nay listen to the original recordings from the three alien Fleet members above. 

Brotherhood Fleet Officers   Or enter the URL into most any computer - 

https://www.ubecbyrani.com/the-fleet.html 

http://www.ubecbyrani.com/the-eventuation.html
http://www.ubecbyrani.com/force-controllers.html
http://www.ubecbyrani.com/planetary-rebellion.html
http://www.ubecbyrani.com/energy-controllers.html
http://www.ubecbyrani.com/power-controllers.html
http://www.ubecbyrani.com/universal-architects.html
http://www.ubecbyrani.com/the-wrenching.html
http://www.ubecbyrani.com/creator-sons-page.html
http://www.ubecbyrani.com/universal-guardians.html
http://www.ubecbyrani.com/personal-guardians.html
http://www.ubecbyrani.com/non-will-guard.html
http://www.ubecbyrani.com/universal-healers.html
https://www.ubecbyrani.com/window-to-the-universe.html
http://www.ubecbyrani.com/reclamation-fleet.html
http://www.ubecbyrani.com/fleet-structure.html
http://www.ubecbyrani.com/thundra---from-fleet.html
https://www.ubecbyrani.com/the-fleet.html
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